MICROSOFT POWER APPS

Explore endless possibilites
without coding

Build the right app for the job.
„86% of the Fortune 500 companies now use Microsoft PowerApps along with thousands of other organisations of every size, sector, and location. The number of monthly active PowerApps users has grown by more than
250% since this time last year, and those users access nearly 4 times as many applications in production.“
- Ryan Cunningham, Microsoft Director PM
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Functionalities and features
BUILD AND INNOVATE
PowerApps is an app by Microsoft that allows you to create custom apps, leveraging many of
the features of the Office 365 and Microsoft platforms. The beauty of building your own app is
that you can make sure that it is completely geared around your organisation’s unique user
needs and the way your employees work.

DEVELOP WITH EASE
Applications are the new source of power in the hands of business users, and as they can be developed without any additional programming knowledge, they can be created easily by anyone
at your company. Microsoft PowerApps offers a smooth learning curve that extends directly
from Excel and PowerPoint skills – offering you and your team the ability to innovate
independently.

TRANSFORM AND OPTIMIZE
Apps built using PowerApps have a responsive design, can run seamlessly on any device (phone or tablet) and provide rich business logic and workflow capabilities to transform your manual
business process to digital, automated processes without having to write code.

You want to know more about BE-terna and our
business solutions? We‘re here for you.

www.be-terna.com

